
 

 
 

Guidelines for reporting same payee 
with several transactions 

 

In response to recent inquiries and requests from certain Payment Service Providers (PSPs), we 
are providing clarification and guidelines regarding the reporting of multiple transactions for the 
same payee. 

The current CESOP XSD 4.02 (but also 4.01 and 4.00) format calls for the reporting of multiple 
transactions per account. This underpins the importance for the PSPs to consolidate all 
transactions for a single account under the same ReportedPayee.  

This ensures that each entity (defined by at least the same name and account ID) is reported 
once, with all related transactions consolidated under the specified payee/account ID duo. This 
approach helps avoid duplicate reporting of the same name and account ID. 

Therefore, reporting on a per-transaction basis rather than by payee constitutes an incorrect 
reporting method and could lead to an error code. When the same ReportedPayee is listed 
multiple times, once for each transaction falling under the same account, it results in redundant 
data, larger file sizes, possible more errors and additional burden for the reporting PSP and 
CESOP. XML files adopting this approach may trigger a '99999' error code, preventing CESOP 
from processing the message effectively.  

In addition to the previously provided examples of correctly formatted XML (published on the 
Commission website), below, we present Case 1 involving identical payees with different 
accounts and Case 2 with the incorrect way of reporting and the correct way of reporting 
when multiple transaction pertains same payee under the same account. 



 

 
 

1 Case 1 - Different account identifiers - Split the 
reported transactions 

The first case presents a situation where dividing the reported transactions among various similar 
payees is valid, particularly when the same payees are reported with a different account 
identifier 1 (see SameRP_DifferentAccounts.xml). 

 

1st reported payee 2nd reported payee (with different account than the 
1st one) 

 

 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/almtaxud/confluence/download/attachments/121374292/SameRP_DifferentAccounts.xml?api=v2&modificationDate=1711635807944&version=1


 

 
 

2 Case 2 - Same account identifier - Consolidate the 
reported transactions 

The second case presents a situation where dividing the reported transactions among various 
similar payees is invalid, particularly when the same payees are reported with the same account 
number (incorrect way of reporting) (see SameRP_SameAccounts.xml). 

1st reported payee 2nd reported payee (with same account as the 1st 
one) 

 

 

This practice is deemed inappropriate by the CESOP system and could potentially lead to a 
'99999' error, obstructing the processing of the message by CESOP. 

It is highly advised to consolidate such data under a single reported payee, as illustrated below 
(correct way of reporting) (see UniqueRP_SameAccount.xml): 

1st and only reported payee 

 

 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/almtaxud/confluence/download/attachments/121374292/SameRP_SameAccounts.xml?api=v2&modificationDate=1711638193701&version=1
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/almtaxud/confluence/download/attachments/121374292/UniqueRP_SameAccount.xml?api=v2&modificationDate=1711638574354&version=1


 

 
 

1. Note that with upcoming version of the XSD, it will be allowed to report a payee with 
several account identifiers. With that version, it will be highly advised to consolidate the 
information and thus report this same payee once, with all transactions under each 
different account identifiers pertaining the payee.      


